
TRM Series Part 1 – Travel Risk Management Imperative

There is no question that business travel, whether international or domestic, exposes 
employees to higher levels of risk. As global business travel continues to grow, along with 
an increase in the incidence and intensity of health, safety and security hazards confronting 
travelers, implementing duty of care and travel risk management programs has become a 
top-tier business imperative for many companies and organizations.   

This white paper, sponsored by Concur and produced by the 
BTN Group, explores the many compelling reasons why travel 
decision-makers need to develop, or enhance, their corporate 
travel risk management initiatives. Simply put, travel risk man-
agement (TRM) encompasses the policies and course of action 
companies implement that flow from their duty of care — that is, 
the legal and moral obligations they have to take responsibility for 
the safety of their travelers. Legal obligations mandated by duty of 
care drive most company concerns about insurance, lawsuits and 
costs. But “when companies concentrate on the moral part, their 
actions tend to answer the legal questions as well,” said Stephen 
Barth, a University of Houston law professor and founder of the 
Hospitality Lawyer media and information platform. “The compa-
nies that we see take the more proactive approach are the ones 
that don’t view it as a legal obligation, but view it as an ethical, 
corporate responsibility.”

In additional to legal and moral obligations, experts cited busi-
ness continuity, competitive advantages, globalization and even 
employee anxiety among the reasons for the increased focus on 
travel risk management.   

Liability Issues
For business travel within the U.S., employer liability in case of ill-
ness or injury to employees is limited thanks to workers’ compen-

sation, said Don Dowling, a partner in law firm K&L Gates’ global 
employer solutions team. Workers’ compensation reaches most  
American employees who get hurt, maimed or killed on the job, 
he added. It even includes tragic victims of crimes and terrorism 
like the Virginia Tech shootings and the Oklahoma City bombing. 

Once an employee gets a certain distance from where the busi-
ness is located—and that distance varies from state to state—
workers’ compensation no longer provides coverage, Barth noted. 
However, the organization still has obligations under U.S. Occu-
pational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulations to 
provide a safe work environment. 

For international travel, where a company’s legal duty of care 
obligations begin and end is not always clear, even to legal experts. 
“Each foreign business trip and expatriate assignment is unique 
and presents its own set of physical risks,” said Dowling. “No laws 
or regulations tell an employer what specific steps it must take and 
what specific precautions it need not take to heed its duty of care 
when it dispatches an employee overseas. Unfortunately, there is 
no clear line of case law on which an employer can rely when eval-
uating the risks of sending its employees abroad,” he added. 

Many developed countries around the world are enforcing employ-
er’s duty of care by implementing legal statutes along with extensive 
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case law that often sides with the employee, according to a report 
by Lockton Companies. In 2007, the U.K. passed the Corporate 
Manslaughter and Corporate Homicide Act which imposes criminal 
liability on corporations where there is a gross breach of duty of care 
resulting in a death of a person, such as an employee, person on 
a work site, or a traveler. Since the law was implemented in 2008, 
more than 16 cases have been tried under the Manslaughter Act, 
including nine in the last two years, resulting in 12 convictions. 

The Lockton report noted that a number of other countries have 
passed, or are in the process of passing, similar laws. Australia, 
Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Netherlands, Spain, and the 
U.S. all have legislation in place to varying degrees. 

Whatever the status of legislation in a particular country, the lack of 
a specific duty of care law in an international jurisdiction does not 
necessarily mean there are no legal obligations for the health and 
safety of U.S. business travelers while traveling abroad, according 
to legal experts.  

Industry experts agree that a proactive TRM policy could help 
mitigate against corporate liability for domestic and international 
travel by employees. That policy should include: 

•  Consistent TRM policy and procedures that include all 
employees, not just travelers;

• Proactive manager and traveler safety training; 
•  Consistent pre-trip and on-trip risk monitoring and communication; 
•  Comprehensive, multi-channel data management for traveler 

tracking and response coordination; 
• Legal and executive management engagement; and 
• Incident response reporting and measurement for improvement.

New Legal Challenges
Personalizing a TRM program to accommodate the unique needs 
of specific travelers presents additional legal challenges. To avoid 
running afoul of discrimination laws, employers must make sure ad-
vice is equitable across the board. At the same time, companies that 
ignore personalization may open themselves up to greater liability, 
according to Will Herter, director for risk management firm Control 
Risks. “People are just trying to find ways to introduce these ideas, 
and it’s not the norm but it will be the norm,” Herter said. Without 
personalization, companies, “will be putting a lot of responsibility on 
the traveler to find this information, and that creates a huge gap in 
potential liability for these companies.”

Sharing economy services like Uber, Lyft and Airbnb, which are 
fast becoming a permanent fixture in the corporate travel program 
landscape, pose new duty of care implications for travel decision 
makers. While these services give corporate travelers greater 
choice and flexibility, they also reflect new safety risks that orga-
nizations must accept and manage. “The sharing economy offers 
new, innovative travel options for business travelers,” said Torsten 
Kriedt, BCD Travel’s VP corporate intelligence, product planning 
and portfolio management. “However, in the event of a crisis, it’s 
a company’s legal and moral responsibility to ensure employees 
are safe no matter where they are.”

Business Travel Is Increasing 
Business travel by organizations of all sizes is expected to in-
crease this year. The Global Business Travel Association (GBTA) 
forecast in January said U.S.-person trips for 2017 are expected 
to hit 537.1 million, a 2.9 percent increase over 2016. At that 
time GBTA expected U.S. business travel spending to reach 
$296.1 billion, a 4.4 percent year-over-year increase over 2016.

TRAVELER CONCERNS
Legal issues aside, establishing 
or enhancing TRM policies and 
programs could go far to address 
steadily increasing employee anxi-
ety about safety and security while 
traveling. According to a recent 
joint survey conducted by American 
Express Global Business Travel and 
the Association for Corporate Travel 
Executives, more than any other 
travel-related issue, today’s busi-
ness travelers want a better sense 
of security when traveling on behalf 
of their organizations. 

Traveler concern about safety 

and security grew faster than other 
topics also measured by the joint 
survey six months prior, including 
work-life balance issues and the 
need for better traveler-centric tech-
nologies. In September 2016, 65 
percent of travel managers surveyed 
said questions about traveler safety 
and security had increased over the 
previous 12 months, and more than 
half said travel safety and secu-
rity inquiries are still on the rise. 
The trending data “is beginning to 
suggest that this could be a mac-
ro trend and more important for a 
long-term strategy,” said Amex GBT 

digital traveler VP Evan Konwiser.
A BTN survey of 229 travel 

buyers and managers and corporate 
safety and security managers, con-
ducted in February 2017, painted 
a similar picture; more than half 
of survey respondents said their 
travelers have expressed increased 
anxiety levels about safety and 
security while traveling on business 
during the past three years. The 
more a company’s travelers voyage 
outside the U.S. or the more those 
travelers experience medical or 
security disruptions, the more they 
expressed such anxiety.
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Global Terror, Other Events Rising Too
Along with increased business travel, global terror events, natural 
disasters and medical crises have captured headlines — and the 
attention of travel decision makers responsible for TRM initiatives 
— more frequently over the past few years. “The overall threat 
outlook for 2017 is higher compared to 2016, especially in the 
West,” according to Global Guardian’s Worldwide Threat Assess-
ment, published in April 2017. Causes cited by Global Guardian 
include myriad potential incidents related to international geopo-
litical and economic uncertainty, and shifting tactics by terrorists, 
including kidnapping.

An online survey of 798 business travelers conducted by the 
GBTA Foundation in Fall 2016 found that business travelers view 
terrorism as the greatest safety risk they face on the road. Almost 
half (45 percent) rank it as their greatest concern when traveling 
for business, much higher than the share indicating street crime 
(15 percent), illness / disease outbreaks / sanitation (13 percent), 
or property crime and theft (12 percent).

The sheer range of risks international business travelers could 
encounter on the road is formidable. Geopolitical risks include 
terrorism, civil unrest, war, and anti-American reaction to existing 
and new U.S. government policies. Violent crime, kidnapping, 
and illegal drug trafficking pose risks in the criminal arena and 
cultural issues — for example government criminalization of 
homosexuality or restrictions on women’s rights — increase risks 
for some business travelers. Infectious diseases, including Zika, 
Avian flu, Ebola, and yellow fever can pose a threat to the health 
of business travelers to certain regions. Unexpected weather and 
environmentally-related incidents, including tsunamis, volca-
nic eruptions, earthquakes, hurricanes, tornadoes and severe 
weather pose risks to business travelers, and business operations, 
domestically and internationally.

Smaller Risks Matter
While high-profile incidents and catastrophic events related to 
these risks builds TRM awareness, medical issues, road traffic 
accidents, and petty crime are much more common. “Look at the 
things that can happen: pedestrian accidents, car accidents, inci-
dents on subways and buses,” said lawyer Barth. “People forget 
the basics when they hear ‘travel risk.’”

Travel decision makers are advised to keep the more common 
risks associated with business travel in mind when crafting or en-
hancing a TRM program. As GBTA outlined in its Corporate Social 
Responsibility Toolkit, “The broader notion of traveler well-being 
and duty of care issues are not only linked to emergencies and 
medical incidents. The stress of business travel caused by delays, 
lost baggage, less productivity (yet consistently high workload) or 

the simple fact of being away from friends and family should not 
be underestimated.” 

Even Low-Risk Areas Report Issues
Another change noted by security experts is that highly publicized 
terror incidents have impacted even historically low-risk business 
travel markets in the last two years, said Matthew Harding, CEO of 
travel risk management and security specialist Drum Cussac.

“There’s really a growing concern for traveling employees’ 
safety,” said Concur President Mike Eberhard. “We are seeing 
increasing travel concerns in locations traditionally considered 
safe and low risk.” 

Communications Is Key
Especially in higher risk destinations, alternative communication 
protocols are required. “It is crucial that an increased focus is 
placed on duty of care for employees traveling to these destina-
tions,” Harding said. He advised travel managers to, “Establish 
clear communication channels with personnel, including key 
decision makers. Depending on the destination and risk levels, it 
may be wise to have communication channels in place that do not 
rely on a mobile phone signal, i.e. a satellite phone. In a wide scale 
emergency, one of the first things to go down is often the telecom-
munication network.” 

Establishing clear communication channels as part of a TRM 
program is essential to locating and supporting travelers during a 
crisis. Without these, noted Lyndsey Atkins, marketing and com-
munications director for Reed & Mackay, multiple sources could 
be attempting to reach travelers in an affected area, wasting valu-
able resources, or important information that could help ensure a 
traveler’s safety could remain in a silo. 

Additionally, communication channels should cover a broad 
range of stakeholders. “During a crisis, a communication process 
isn’t just about how you’re communicating to your travelers,” said 
Atkins. “It’s also about how you’re communicating with your wider 
internal and external stakeholders. In the event that something 
does go wrong, if the media comes to you with difficult questions, 
are you equipped to answer them?” 

Mitigating Business Risks 
Beyond protecting their greatest assets - employees, some orga-
nizations also have come to realize the need for TRM programs to 
protect the reputation, competitive advantage, business continui-
ty, and financial health of the company or organization. 

The impact and financial cost of employee downtime can be 
crippling to an organization, and the actual loss of an employee is 
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beyond calculation. While there are prevention costs associated 
with implementing a TRM program, the costs associated with fail-
ing to take adequate duty of care responsibilities can be exorbi-
tant. A single duty of care incident can result in myriad costs for a 
business, including costs associated with the incident or injury to a 
victim, medical expenses, sick pay, employment litigation, morale 
and productivity loss, and replacing employees who leave.  

A security or safety incident which is poorly managed can se-
verely damage the reputation of a business. In a white paper on 
travel and security, Willis, one of the U.K.’s leading insurance and 
risk advisors, said if a company’s corporate duty of care, “is not 
robustly demonstrated or carried out, then the consequences for 
individual employees and the company as a whole can be severe, 
resulting in legal proceedings and reputational damage which 
ultimately impact profits.” 

The ability to bounce back after a crisis also requires an integrat-
ed duty of care strategy that allows organizations to take care of 
their travelers while simultaneously increasing productivity, ac-

cording to other experts. Some contend that an aggressive TRM 
program can be a competitive advantage.

A TRM program that looks after staff illustrates that the organiza-
tion is a “caring, responsible employer which can help both re-
cruitment and retention,” according to an April 2017 GBTA report 
on travel risk management. “Keeping your staff out of harm’s way 
improves productivity and maintains continuity of business.”  

Conclusion and Next Steps  
In summary, organizations cannot afford to ignore travel risk man-
agement, whether sending travelers across the country or around 
the globe. Recent events in historically low-risk destinations have 
prompted some to re-evaluate the need to test, review and per-
haps enhance their existing programs to keep current.  

With this basis for why organizations are intesifying their focus 
on TRM, read the next chapters about data needed to support 
TRM and how to integrate the myriad components, partners and 
stakeholders to deliver the most robust TRM program. 
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ABOUT CONCUR
For more than two decades, Concur, an SAP company, has taken compa-
nies of all sizes and stages beyond automation to a completely connected 
spend management solution encompassing travel, expense, invoice, compli-
ance and risk. Concur’s global expertise and industry-leading innovation keep 
its customers a step ahead with time-saving tools, leading-edge technology 
and connected data, in a dynamic ecosystem of diverse partners and appli-
cations. User-friendly and business-ready, Concur unlocks powerful insights 
that help businesses reduce complexity and see spending clearly, so they can 
manage it proactively. Learn more at concur.com or the Concur blog, concur.
com/newsroom

CONTINUE READING: 
Part 2 - Data Support: What Is Needed for Successful TRM
Part 3 – How To Respond When Duty Calls 

“There’s really a growing concern for traveling employees’ 
safety. We are seeing increasing travel concerns in 
locations traditionally considered safe and low risk.”

— Concur President Mike Eberhard


